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Sport-Thieme Balance Disc
Improves your balance, joint stability and coordina-
tion. Also suitable for meditating and sitting on. Ideal 
for exercising on your back or front. Incl. air pump. 
ø 45 cm, blue. 

71 232 6506   Each

 4 Also suit-
able for 
balance 
cushions

Togu Dynair Ballkissen ‘XXL’ Ball Cushion
Wide diameter for exercising with your feet hip-width 
apart. Improves joint stability, coordination and balance. 
Soft material for training your core muscles. Soft pimples 
on one side for stimulating your foot’s reflex zones. 
Smooth on the other side. ø 50 cm, height: 14 cm. 

71 203 1907  Level III, blue Each  
71 203 1910  Level IV, black Each1
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‘Plus’ Half Ball
The half ball is not just a cushion! It is a  training aid with 
a variety of uses which, when used regularly, improves 
coordination, stimulates deep muscles and encourages 
good posture. Adjustable air pressure. ø 40 cm, Apple 
Green. Air pump included. 

71 119 0003   Each

Sport-Thieme XXL Balance Cushion
The perfect meditation, sitting and fitness cushion. 
Pimples for massaging the reflex zones in your feet. 
Also suitable for standing exercises with your feet 
hip-width apart. Improves coordination, balance 
and joint stability. Perfect for exercising standing up 

Accessories

 4 No solid base, meaning it 
wobbles

 4 Also suitable for use as a 
meditation and sitting 
cushion

Blue
Black

Coordination Training Beginner2 31

ø 40 cm

 4 2 different surfaces 
to switch between

Togu Dynair Ballkissen ‘Extreme’ Ball 
Cushion

The giant air-filled cushion for back training and exercis-
es for improving core stability when lying on your front or 
back. Also ideal for meditation and sitting. Soft vibra-
tions are immediately picked up by the cushion and 
transferred onto the spinal cord. Constant corrective 
movements strengthen the deep spinal and core mus-
cles. You can exercise standing up with your legs hip-
width apart. With sensory pimples on one side and a soft 
and smooth surface on the other. Made from Ryton with 
stopper valve. ø 80 cm. Can hold up to 200 kg. 

71 203 1923  Lilac Each  
71 203 1936  Anthracite Each
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ø 45 cm

Purple
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Sport-Thieme Storage Trolley
Practical stand for storing up to 14 balance tops or cush-
ions with a minimum ø of 36 cm. Mobile with lockable 
castors. Tops not included. Also suitable for roller 
boards! LxWxH: 75x50x125 cm. 5-year guarantee! 
71 215 1801   Each
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More info on page 294

ø 80 cm

 4 All Dynair® ball cushions 
can be used as sitting 
cushions as well as 
exercise cushions

Anthracite

4 
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thanks to the large diameter. Adjustable air pressure. 
One smooth and one pimpled side. Incl. air pump, PVC 
free, ø 50 cm, blue. Can hold up to 150 kg. 

71 232 6607   Each1


